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Introduction

Ohm's law 15 usualIy assumed to be one of the simplest

experimental laws in physics. The textbooks of generaI

physics at the undergraduate level mainIy deal with either

its elementary consequences or with conduction models that

can give an "expIanation" of it. Careful discussions about

the breakdowns of Ohm's law can be found in various places,

but they are generalIy concerned with its failures at high

frequencies, high values of the electric field and so on,

and not with the compatibility of this equation with

Maxwell's equations. On the other hand, most treatises on

electricity and magnetism introduce Ohm's law in

. . h d (1) h hequatlons Wlt out a equate care alt oug some

MaxwelI's

important

consequences are deduced from it, like electromagnetic

wave behaviour in conductors and the relaxation time for

the dissipation of charge. There exist, indeed, some gra

duate level textbooks on electromagnetism(2) (Il) that

contain a deeper insight into the question; in these, it

is generally assumed that the conductivity tensor o depends
-

on the magnetic field Band o is expanded in powers of B,

thus obtaining a generalization of Ohm's law.

These approaches are clearly unsatisfactory from a modern

point of view, since it is well known that a proper

discussion of the conduction phenomena can be given only

lO a quantum-mechanicaI framework(3); however, even from

an elementary and noo-quantum point of view some objections

can be made to the treatments described above. Indeed. we

will show that, introducing Ohm's law into MaxwelI's equa

tions Ieads to inconsistencies withio the' framework of
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Cl2csical ~J?ct~amagnelism, while, on the ot~~r h~~~, ~

~eneralization of Ohm's law ohtained assuming hat the

c0nduc~ivity t~nso? a (epepd~ on Band expanding it in

powers of B is rather formaI and obscures (cxpecially

{rolll a didactical point of view) the role of special re

lativit; a/.d of tle Lorentz force; moreover, the coeffi

cit3nts of the scries must Le determined within the mor",

difficult framework of <: transport theory. T ~s, axp,:

eially for d"daetical purposes, a non-quantum approach

to conduction which neither leads to inconsistencies nor

IS purely forma' seAms desirable. Hence, we wi]l slsa

show that a generalized forni of the conduction law ran he

deduced by making use of a slight generalizatioll ot the

non-qU&lltum conduetion model which is often used to give

an elem"ntary microscopic interpretation of Ohm's law.

This generalized law coincides, in the non reldtivistlc

limit, with the one that i5 usually found In solid state

physies texts • and it avoids the above inconsist~ncie<

taking into account relativistic mechanics and the magne

tic field (i.e. the Lorentz invariance of Maxwel]'s

equations). Finally we l"i11 Ilse this law to show that

it implies some refinements of the eoncept of Tesistanc~

(since the fields now inf]uence the resistance) ond that

it allows a deeper understanding of the Hall effect, Jt

]east as far as the non-quantum eleetromagnetic theory

of this effect is reliable.


